New mower from Masport
The Rotarola from Masport is a 21-inch aluminum deck mower with a rear roller specifically designed for mowing at lower heights and striping. Cutting range with this mower is ½” to 2 ¾” and the whole machine is set with a single handle height of cut adjustment lever. The solid rear roller leaves a crisp stripe behind for a dynamic finish. The Rotarola combines the quality cut and clean stripe of a reel mower with the ease of use and low maintenance of a rotary. It is powered by the Briggs and Stratton 850 Pro Series 190cc engine and features a rear collection bag, adjustable wheel bearings and an upturned and padded handle.

Seago International

Companion fungicide has easier packaging
Companion is a very unique product formulated to fight a broad range of soil and leaf fungal disease. It has been called by leading researchers the most consistent and reliable biological on the market. Protecting the contents; packaging has always been an important part of our quality control, making sure that Companion gets to our customers in good condition, and remains so. Our NEW packing does just that and more! A new ROYAL Blue bottle protects the product from UV light, and the industry favorite design, an F-style handle, is easy to use and pour, making it the perfect packaging choice. The heavy HDPE material will survive the toughest handling and worst storage conditions. It’s available in 4 different package sizes, so that it meets the needs of both smaller and larger users. And don’t forget our larger 30 gal drum quantities for our larger end-user.

Growth Products

New design for utility carts: OxCart
A next-generation utility cart designed to move heavy loads with a riding mower, OxCart is now available for turf professionals. Featuring an innovative, exclusive power-assist lift, OxCart reduces dumping effort by up to 90 percent. The only cart dynamically tested by an independent certified lab to three times the capacity of typical dumpcarts, OxCart offers durability, greater safety and dramatically increased ease of use. Other innovative features include: run-flat tractor-grade turf tires to move heavy loads rut-free; an offset dump pivot, eliminating harsh and abrupt dump release caused by heavy loads shifting; and a full mandrel bend steel axle support to provide high clearance and super strength to hold and move heavy loads.

Arkion Life Sciences

New approach to ejecting geese
Rather than resorting to drastic means to protect their playing fields and campuses, a growing number of athletic directors and groundskeepers are fighting back with an eco-friendly, EPA-approved goose repellent called FlightControl Plus. This spray-on solution is odorless, waterproof, and does not harm humans or vegetation. It uses an environmentally safe compound called anthranquinone formulated by Arkion Life Sciences. “FlightControl Plus continuously protects playing fields from geese because it gives geese a stomach ache, teaching them to avoid treated grassy areas the way you would avoid a restaurant that gave you a bad case of stomach upset,” explains Joseph Tortola, founder of Northeast Ohio Geese Management. “The treated grass looks different to them so they avoid it on sight.”

Netafim USA unveils new smart irrigation controllers
Developed exclusively for Netafim by Tucor, the Netafim Landscape Controllers (NLC) are powerful, multi-function landscape controllers expressly designed to maximize the water efficiency of any landscape, while reducing the time, labor and costs incurred when expanding a system into new areas of the landscape. Setting a new precedent for landscape water-use efficiency, the NLC controllers determine the unique watering needs of a specific landscape by incorporating both historical and current weather data as well as real-time data from soil moisture sensors that monitor the amount of moisture available to plants in each zone.

Netafim

Replace mass with science in turf base system
UltraBaseSystems Champion is a patented STRUCTURALLY engineered sub base replacement system used for the installation of any synthetic turf. Our panel is designed to dramatically reduce the need for extensive site preparation both indoors and outdoors, creating a base structure capable of supporting enormous loads while greatly improving impact requirements. The results are a SAFER playing surface. High flow volumes both vertically and horizontally are achieved with UBS Champion creating a system capable of rapidly directing rainwater away from the turf and the players. Replace mass with science. Measuring 5.44 sq feet, the same area as the UBS Standard panel yet weighing 40% less, this .75 inch panel is built for strength and priced to impress.

UltraBaseSystems
Turf Max introduces Pigment Remover

To help remove pigment stains and build up quickly and easily from spray equipment and keep equipment clean, Turf Screen introduces new Turf Max Pigment Remover. Using Turf Max Pigment Remover is as simple as applying it to the pigment stained equipment, waiting five minutes and pressure washing the mess away. The Pigment Remover is safe on almost all turf equipment surfaces, and will help return the equipment to like-new condition, even after the first application.

Turf Max

Exmark 20-inch slicer seeder

The Exmark 20-inch Slicer Seeder performs verticutting, dethatching and overseeding with each pass. Durable high-carbon steel blades remove thatch and provide maximum seed-to-soil contact to enable superior germination. Productivity is maximized by the large-capacity 40-pound seed hopper, which allows the 20-inch Slicer Seeder to handle big jobs with fewer stops. The large-diameter mixer regulates seed flow based on ground speed to ensure even seed delivery. A Subaru EX270 engine delivers reliable, quiet and fuel-efficient power, and emissions compliance, with EPA and CARB certifications. Infinitely variable hydrostatic drive and powered reverse make the Exmark 20-inch Slicer Seeder as easy to maneuver and operate as a self-propelled mower.

Exmark

Versatile hose reel for grounds maintenance

The compact, lightweight design of the Hannay Reels 1500 Series is specifically engineered for long lengths of hose used for a variety of applications including turf care, power washing, spraying, and wash down. This versatile reel features materials and finish that can stand up to corrosive fertilizers and pesticides to protect the reel and user. Keeps hoses organized and out of the way to prevent accidents; available in both manual and power rewind; can be truck-, trailer-, or garage-mounted on wheels, or carried by hand; equipped to handle 1/4-inch to 5/8-inch ID hose; chain and sprocket drive powered by electric, hydraulic or compressed air motor; standard inlet: 90 degree ball bearing swivel joint, 1/2-inch female NPT threads

Hannay Reels

Nufarm’s Anuew turf growth regulator

Nufarm launched Anuew turf growth regulator, a proprietary tool for cool- and warm-season turf management. The active ingredient in Anuew is prohexadione calcium, a new active ingredient with a novel mode of action. Anuew can be applied to all managed turf areas including sports fields and similar areas. Key reasons for use of a turf growth regulator like Anuew are to suppress vegetative growth and improve density and quality of desired turfgrasses.

According to a joint study by the University of Georgia, Clemson University and North Carolina State University, turf growth regulators may be used to manage annual bluegrass growth and development.

Nufarm Americas

Southern Athletic Fields

You Gotta Love it!

- Infield Mixes (naturally blended/custom blends)
- Mound and Plate Clay
- Mulmixin Field Conditioners
- SAF Warning Track
- SAF Coat Infield Topdressing
- Field Accessories (rakes, tamps, bases, drags)

Call 800.837.8062
www.safdirt.com
Follow @DIRTGottaLoveIt
Southern Athletic Fields on Facebook

www.stma.org
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